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Consider a differential equation F (y )  = 0 where F is a differential polynomial 
in the differential indeterminate y and the coefficients o f f  belong to a differential 
field whose characteristic p is non-zero. Let r be the order of F and s 
max{ord u : u is a derivative o fy  and ~F/gu ~ 0} (or s = - -~  if all ~F/~u = 0). 
When s < r such an equation is hard to study with the conventional methods 
of differential algebra which usually start out with the assumption ~F/~u ~ 0 
for some u of order r. A little thought however suggests the problem may be 
smaller than it seems at first. For instance the ordinary differential equation 
y'~ - -  y = 0 has r ~ 1, s ~ 0, but by differentiating the equation once we get 
the equation y '  = 0 with r ~ s = 1. The phenomenon is in fact perfectly general. 
I f  we replace F by a (first-order) derivative of F, the quantity r - -  s if > 0 is 
reduced by 1. This observation could perheps be used as a point of departure 
for a study of such troublesome equations F(3') = 0, but we shall take a different 
route)  
The phenomenon that concerns us is inseparability and modules of imperfec- 
tion (cf. Section 1) measure inseparability as is made clear in Section 2 of this 
paper. In addition to what has been noted so far there are some known theorems 
which suggest that there is much less inseparability in differential algebra 
than one might first expect. There is, for instance, the result of Seidenberg 
(Section 3, Corollary 1 of Theorem 2 or [1]) and also the corollary to our 
Theorem 3 proved in another way in [2, Corollary 2, p. 231]. The suspicions 
that these results arouse are answered by Corollary 2 of Theorem 2 (cf. Section 3), 
which, by using the  notion of module of imperfection, states mathematically 
the idea that there is really much less inseparability in differential algebra than 
one might think. 
Modules of imperfection as they arise in differential algebra have natural 
differential module structure and are very easy to study. The theorems of this 
paper all stem from Theorem 1 which says that in the case of fields, modules 
a Theorem 3 and its corollary seem the most useful among the results that bear a close 
relation to this observation. 
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of imperfection have generators of a certain type that it is quite natural to 
consider. 
All rings A in this paper have a unit element 1A and all modules are unitary. 
All rings except ~ of Section 4 will be commutative. In addition the following 
special notation will be employed: 
A[xi: i e I] = the A-algebra defined by the adjunction of the indexed family 
{xi: i el}. 
I f  {X/: i e i} is a family of indeterminates over A and F ~ A[X/: i ~ I], F(x) e 
A[xi: i e I ]  is CF where ~ is the A-algebra morphism A[Xi: i e I ]  ~ A[xd i e I ]  
with ~(Xi) = x/, i ~ L 
i. GENERATING SETS FOR MODULES OF IMPERFECTION 
i 
Let A ~ B be a morphism of rings and M a B-module. Let DerA(B , M 1 
denote the set of A-linear derivations of B into M, that is A-linear maps D 
with D(blb2) = biD(b2) 4- b2D(bl) whenever bl , b2 e B. (We write Der(B, M) 
for Derz(B , M).) There exists a pair (£2S/A, ds/A) where I?8/A is a B-module, 
dB/A e DerA(B, f2B/A) and dB/A is "universal", which means any D e DerA(B, M) 
may be written uniquely in the form D = ~z) ° ds/A where CD: DB/A ~ M is 
B-linear. A convenient reference for the properties of X2s/A is [7]. I f  A --~ B°-+ C 
are ring morphisms there exists a unique C-linear map 4: C @8 ~28/A ~ I2C/A 
such that ¢(c @~ d~/A(b)) = cdc/A(blc). (Indeed q~ is the C-linear map associated 
to Cac/aog .) The kernel of ~ will be called Ycm/A, and is called in the literature 
a module of imperfection (cf. [8]). 
LEMMA 1. Let B be an algebra over A, X = (X/),/~I a family of indeterminates 
over B. Let C = B[X] / J  where J is an ideal of B[X] and let xi = Xi  4- J ,  i e I. 
Let ~o e YCm/A • Then there exist an element ~ bpP of B[X], where P runs over a 
finite set of monomials in X and the bp e B such that Z~ bpP(x) = 0 and w = 
EP P(x) @8 dn/Abe .
Let u = (ua)a~ A be a family of generators of B as an algebra over A and let 
U = (Ua)a~ A be a family of indeterminates indexed by A. Write co = ~-~A CA (~B 
ds/Aua where the ca e C and only finitely many of them are non-zero. Now 
co E Ycm/a means that ~A cadc/AUa = 0. From Lemma 2 below it follows that 
there must exist an F in A[U, X] such that F(u, x) = O, (OF/~Ua)(u, x) = C~ 
for all A in A and (~F/OXi)(u, x) = 0 for all i in I. Write F(U, X)  = ZP [3p(U)F 
where P runs over a finite set of monomials in X and each fie(U) e A[U]. Let 
bp = tip(u). Then E bpP(x) = 0. Also 
P(x) ®8 d./~bp = ~ (eF/eU.)(u, x) ®~ d./Au. = 
P A 
because dB/Abp = ~a (OfiP/OUa)(u)ds/AUa. Hence Lemma 1 will follow once 
Lemma 2 below is proved. : 
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LEMMA 2. Let B be an A-algebra, (vh: h ~ H} a family of generators of B 
and {Vh: h ~ H} a family of indeterminates. Any element co of £2B/A can be written 
co = ~h~H bhds/A% (where only finitely many bh are non-zero). Also oJ =- 0 if and 
only if there exists F in A[Vh: h ~ HI with F(v) ~ 0 and such that (~F/~Vh)(v) = bn 
whenever h ~ H. 
Let .Q be the free B-module on symbols dvh, h ~ H. Let R = A[Vh: h ~ H] 
and let p: R -~ B be the canonical map pF ~-F(v), Fe  R. If R EF, le t / /F  = 
~,I~H (OF/cgVh)(v) c7%, and note that d~ DerA(R, ~)  if we use p to regard ~ as 
an R-module. Let a = ker p. Then da is a B-submodule of,Q. Let £2 = ~/cTcTaa. 
Then d(F -1- a) = dF + [la for F in R defines an element of DerA(B, £2). The 
pair (£2, d) satisfies the universal mapping property that defines (£2B/A, dB/A). 
From this Lemma 2 results immediately. 
THEOREM 1. Let K C L C M be fields of characteristic p > O. Then YM/Lm 
is generated by elements ~,~M t*~ @L dr/xh, where the A, 6L, only finitely many 
A, are non-zero, and ~,~M tzPh, = O. 
Before proving this theorem we should note that any element of M ®L £2L/K 
of the form stated in the theorem necessarily is in I"M/L/K . Indeed, the image of 
~ueM tz~ ®L dLIKA~ in £2Mm is ~.,~M I~PdM/KA, --: dMm(Y~u~M /~h,) = 0, so 
The first step in our proof will be a reduction to the case M = L(x 1 ..... x~) 
where x 1 .... , x,, are separably algebraically independent over L. (This means any 
polynomial relation F(x I ,..., Xn) = 0 over L implies G(x 1 .... , xn) = 0 for every 
first order partial derivative G of F.) Let M D M'  D L where M '  is a subfield 
of M finitely generated over L. Then M' @L £2L/K ~ M @ L £2Lm induces an 
M'-l inear map TM'/Lm ~ YM/L/lC" By letting M' vary we obtain a system of 
maps which exhibits Y'M/Lm as li_mM, YM'/L/X where M '  runs over subfields of M 
which are finitely generated over L. It follows easily that we can assume M = 
L(x~ ..... xn) where x 1 .... , x,, is a finite set of elements of M. 
Let d = dim M £2M/L. Then 0 ~< d ~< n. We can assume x1 ,..., x,~ are ordered 
so that dM/LX 1 ..... dM/LX d is a basis of £2M/L" Let M' = L(x 1 ,..., xa). Then 
M ®at" £2M'/L ~ £2M/L is an isomorphism since M is a separably algebraic 
extension of M' .  Therefore, YM/L/X is the kernel of 
M ®L £2L/~ = M ®M' (M' ®~ £2~/~) -~ M ®M' £2~'/~. 
I t  follows easily that the theorem holds for M D L D K if it holds for M '  DL D K. 
Thus we can assume d = n. Since xl,... , xa are separably independent over L 
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we have reduced our theorem to the case M = L(x 1 ,..., Xs) with x 1 ..... x. 
separably independent over L. 
Let X 1 ,..., X n be indeterminates over L and set /~ = L[X  1 ..... Xn], R = 
L[xl ,..., xn]. Note that the image in YM/L/~: of YR/L/K generates YM/L/I~. Henc~ 
to prove the theorem it will suffice to show Yn/L/K is generated by element, 
~,~R t~ @L dL/Kh, where the A, ~L, only finitely many A, are non-zero an( 
~.~R tz~A. = 0. 
Let a be the ideal {F e _R: F(x) = 0} of /~ where F(x) denotes the result ol 
evaluating F at (x 1 ,..., x~). I f F  ~/~ and P is a monomial in X1 ,..., A~ let Fe b~ 
the coefficient of P inF.  Define DFin R @L I2L/~ by DF = 7~e P(x) @L dL/lcFe 
Then some routine calculation shows D is a derivation o f /~ into R @L 12L/* 
where R @L DL/K has the/~-module structure given by/~ --+ R. Whenever F ~ a: 
ZP P(x) dn/icF, @ EeFzdR/K(P(x)) = 0 and Ee  Fpd,/K(P(x)) = E i~ l  (~F/~Xi', 
(x) dR/K(xi) =- 0 (since each (~F/~A~.)(x) = 0), that is, DF ~ YR/L/K" It follows 
from Lemma 1 that D(a) = YR/L/K • I f  S is any set of generators of a it follows 
(from the fact that D is a derivation) that D(S) generates YR/L/X'. Let R0 = 
L[A~ p ..... Xn ~] and let F ~/~0 c3 a. Then DF has the form ~,~R/J~* @ dL/KA, 
mentioned in the previous paragraph. Hence the theorem will follow if we can 
show/~0 (3 a generates a. 
Let Q be the set of all monomials ~ in A~ ..... X s such that _Jt~d ) does not divide 
for any i ~--- 1 ..... n. AnyF  in/~ can be written uniquely in the form ~o~e Po~ 
where the Po (= po(F)) are in /?0. It  will suffice to show that if F ~ a, then 
Po ~ a for every ~ in Q. Suppose not, and let U be (F  ~ a: for some Q, po(F) ~ a}. 
For anyF in /~ let d(F) = max{deg~: ~ ~ ~,  po(F) =A 0}. ChooseF in  Uso that 
d(F) is the first element of d(U). Choose ~ in Q with po(F) ~ a. It is possible 
to choose 0 so that deg 0 = d(F). It is clear that d(F) ~ O. Hence there is an 
i = 1 ..... n such that ~Q/~X~ =a~'  where a~N,  0 ~ a <p and O '~Q.  
Then po,(OF/eA~) = apo(F) ~ a. However ~F/~X i ~ a (since x~ ,..., x~ are 
separably independent over L) and d(OF/OXi) = d(F) - -  1. This contradicts 
our assumption that d(F) is the first element of d(U). 
The following corollaries harpen Theorem l and are frequently more useful 
in applications. 
COROLLARY 1. Let S be any set of generators of M over L and let {S} be the 
multiplicative submonoid of M (with 1) generated by S. Then Yi/L/IC is generated 
by all ~se{s} sP @L dL/KAs where the A s ~L, only finitely many are non-zero and 
Zs~(s~ s~As = O. 
Indeed consider any relation ~,~z[s] /~A,  =- 0 on the /zv where the A, ~L 
and only finitely many are non-zero. It is clear that elements oJ = ~,~L[S] / xp @z 
dL/lCh, associated to such relations generate YM/L/K" For each/z in L[S], write 
t* = ~(s l  A,ss. Then co = ~se(s~ s~ @ dL/KA8 where A8 = ~2,~L~Sl 1,81, ~ and 
~s~(s) s~A8 = 0. This proves Corollary 1. 
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Let us continue to use the notation of Corollary 1. A relation ~s~sl s~A~ : 0 
will be called primordial if As ~- 1 for at least one value of s and no proper 
subset of {s~: As v a 0} is linearly dependent overL. 
COROLLARY 2. The elements 52~s~ sv @L dL/icA, with ~s~sI s~A~ ~ 0 a 
primordial relation generate YMm/I~. 
The usual argument shows that every relation ~se(s} s~As is a linear combination 
over L of primordial ones. I f  A ~L and ~2s~sI sPA~ = 0, then AY~s~{s~  @L 
dL/KAs = ~s~lsl S~ @L dL/x(AA*) •It follows that any linear combination over L 
of primordial relations corresponds the same linear combination of the elements 
of Ym/L/K associated to the primordial relations. Hence Corollary 2 follows from 
Corollary 1. 
2. SOME LEMMAS ON SEPARABILITY 
All the fields of this section will be of characteristic p > O. I f  A is any ring, 
~a will denote ~2n/z and d A will denote dn/z . I f  A ~ B is a ring morphism, 
YB/A will denote Ys/A/Z. 
For completeness ome already known results are included. Their proofs are 
facilitated in some measure by the theorem of the preceding section. 
LEMMA 1. Let K be a fieM andF a subfieM with K ~ C F. Let D be any derivation 
o fF  into a K-vector space V with D(K  ~) = O. Then D extends to a derivation of K 
into V. 
Let 6~2: K @F ~2F --+ V be defined by 6D(lK @ dFx) = D(x) whenever x eF.  
From the exact sequence 0 ~ Yx/F ~ K @F £2F ~ "(2K we see D extends to K 
if and only if the restriction of ~D to YK/F is zero. Now Yx/v is generated by 
elements ~,s~s/sP @ riffs where {S} is the multiplicative set generated by a set 
of generators S of K over F, thefs eF  with only finitely manyfs non-zero and 
Z~sI  s~fs ~ O. It is easy to see that 6D vanishes on each such element of Y~c/F. 
LEMMA 2. Let k C K be fields. Then k[K p] is the set of all elements of K which 
are annihilated by every k-linear derivation of K into itself. 
Let x ~ K Ik[K  ~] and let F = k[K~][x]. Then if X is an indeterminate, 
F = k[K~][X]/(X~' -- x ~) so there is a k[K~]-linear derivation D of F with 
D(x) --  1 which by Lemma 1 extends to a derivation of K into itself. On the 
other hand it is clear any k-linear derivation of K vanishes on k[K v] so the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let L C M be fields. Then M is separable over L if and only if 
Y~/L  = O. 
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: Suppose M is separable over L and consider a relation ~t~M /~0~u = 0 whicl 
is  primordial (cf. Corollary 2 of Section 1). Let/z 1 ,...,/~h be those/~ for whicl 
h, va 0 and let h a = A,j for j  = 1,..., h. We can assume A 1 = 1. By separabilit,. 
we have a relation ~=1/~(h'~)  = 0 where h~ ,..., h~ eL  and h' 1 = 1. The, 
A~. = (A'a) ~ for j = 1 ..... h. Hence dLh j = 0 for all j and ~u / zp @ dLh~ = 0 
Hence YM/L = 0 by Cor. 2 in Section 1. 
Suppose YM/L = 0. Then any derivation of L into M can be extended to 
derivation of M into itself since M @L f2L C Y2 u implies Der(M, M) 
Der(L, M) is surjective. The result follows from Theorem 42 of [3, p. 128]. 
LEMMA 4. Let K C L C M be fields. Suppose that M is separable over K an, 
YM/L/K = O. Then M is separable over L. 
Examination of the diagram below whose rows and columns are exact show, 
Y~/z = 0:  
0 
M@xDx = M@xD~:  
1 + 
0---> YM/L > M@LDL >DM 
0 ,M®L~L/x > ~2Mm 
3. APPLICATIONS TO A-FIELD EXTENSIONS 
From now on A will represent a finite set and by A-ring (resp. A-module) 
will be meant a differential ring (resp. differential-module) whose fundamental 
set of derivation operators is A. (For these notions the reader may consult [5] 
and [9].) Suppose K --+ L ~ M are morphisms of A-rings. Then Cor. 1 of the 
proposition of Section 4 implies M @L I"2L/K ha- a (unique) structure of A- 
module over Mwhere 8(/z @L dL/KA) = ~(t z) @z dz/K h + I z @r dL/K(~A) whenever 
3~A,  A~L, / ,~M.  
THEOREM 2. Let K C L C M be A-fields. Then YM/Lm is generated by constants. 
Note that Ym/L/x is a A-vector subspace of M @L "QLm since M @L g2L/K 
QM/K is a morphism of A-vector spaces over M. We can assume that charac- 
teristic p of K is > 0 since otherwise YM/L/K = 0. Refer to Cor. 2 in Section 1 
and consider a relation ~u~U I'~°~z ~ 0 of the type mentioned there which is 
primordial. I f  3 ~ A, ~-~tzEU /~°~tz = 0 and {~ ~ M: 8h, 4: 0} is a proper subset of 
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{/x ~ M: A, 4- 0} (since some A, = t) and hence is empty. Thus 8A, =0 for all 
/, in M and 3 in A. The element 32,~M/*~ @ dL mA, is clearly a constant of YM/Lm. 
Such elements generate YM/L/I~ so Theorem2 follows. 
COROLLARY 1. (Seidenberg [1]). Let A ~ ~. Suppose M is a separable A-field 
extension of the A-field K and (x~)~l is a family of elements of M which is A- 
algebraically independent over K. Then M is a separable xtendion of K(xi)i~l . 
Let L = K(xiJi~l. By Lemma 4 of Section 2 it will be enough to show 
YM/Lm = 0. Now DL/K as a A-vector space overL is free on the dLm(xi), i e I  
([4] Prop. on p. 204). It follows that M @L f2r/K is free on the 1M @ dz/IcXi, 
i e I, as a A-vector space over M. Since A ~ ;~, 0 is the only constant of 
M @z Y2L//c • By Theorem 2, YM/zm C M @L Dz/x is generated by constants 
and so must be zero. 
COROLLARY 2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2, assume L is a 
finitely generated A-field extension of K. Then Y~I/L/I¢ is a finite dimensional 
vector space over M. 
Indeed M @L g2L/x is a finitely generated A-vector space over M and so 
YM/L m is also. A finite set of constants generates YM/L/K SO it is finite dimensional. 
4. SOME BASIC TECHNIQUES OF DIFFERENTIAL ALGEBRA 
In this section we shall introduce some results that are useful and have 
appeared elsewhere [5, 6]. They need to be explained more completely then 
heretofore in order that our next application of Theorem 1 to differential algebra 
can be presented clearly. 
Let k, k' be rings. I f  A and A' are algebras over k and k' respectively any map 
f :  A --+ A'  will be called admissible i f f (k lA)  C k'lA, • I f f  is admissible and a 
ring morphism then the unique map of A-modules r: ~2A/K ~ ~2A" m" such that 
-r o dA/K = dA'/~" of  will be denoted by the symbol ~2f. 
We shall need to use the following construction of the module of K/ihler 
differentials g2A/k . Let .Q (or ~A/~) be the free A-module on symbols da (or 
d~/ka) for a in A. Let R (or RA/k) be the submodule of.Q generated by all elements 
of the following types (al, a 2 E A): 
(i) d(a a + a~) --  aal - -  daz; 
(ii) [l(ala2) -- a,[la~ -- a2dal; 
(iii) d(MA) for h in k. 
Note ~ can be considered as a map d: A ~ ~A/~. Let p: ~ ~ ~/R (or PA/k) be 
the map p(¢3) = c3 + R, 05 ~.Q. Then g2A/~ = ~/R and dA/k  ~-  p o ~. 
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PROPOSITION. Let A and A'  be algebras over k and k' respectively, f : A ~ A 
an admissible ring homomorphism and D an admissible element of Der(A, A') 
Then there exists a unique additive map (2 D: ~2 A/k --+ g2 A'/~" such that ~2 0 o dA/~ = 
dA. /~. o D and such that for all a in A and o~ in ~/~ , 
g?D(ao)) = D(a) f2~(o)) %- f(a) g?D(o)). 
One can easily show that if £2 o exists it must satisfy the formula 
QD aidA/kO~i = [D(a,) dA,/~,(f(ai) ) %- f(ai)  dA'/u(D(o~i))] 
i= l  
whenever n ~ N and a 1 ..... a~ are elements of A. Hence the uniqueness of £2 
is clear. Let r: ~A/k ~ ~A'/~" be the unique additive map with ~-(adc 0 = 
D(a) dA'/k'(fa) +f (a )  dA,/k,(Dc O. A routine calculation shows that ~-(aoS) - 
D(a) [2~(p~) %-f(a) ~-(o5) whenever ~ ~ ~A/k.  To finish the proof we only nee, 
to show that -r[RA/7~ ~ 0. Examination of the just-mentioned formula fo 
z(aoS) shows (ker ~-) n RA/k is an A-submodule of RA/~ since RA/7~ = ker p. Th 
proposition will follow of we show the elements of types (i), (ii) and (iii) abov 
are all in kerr.  Those routine calculations will be left to the reader. 
COROLLARY 1. With the assumption of the proposition assume also that 
ring homomorphism g: A'  --~ B is given and a derivation 3 of B is given such tha 
o g o f  = g o D. Then the formula 
g(b ®~ ~) = ~(b) ®~, ~,~ + b @A" ~., .  
defines a map ~: B (~)A -QA/x" --+ B @A" g2A'/1~" which satisfies ~(bu) = ~(b) id8 ~. 
g21u %- bg(u) whenever u ~ B (DA g2A/k and b E B. 
Let R be a d-r ing and 7 an indeterminate constant. Let 7 A consist of al 
formal symbols 73 for 3 in A and consider the A-ring R[7 ] as a 7A-ring in th 
manner suggested by the notation, that is by defining (73)(a) -- (7(3(a)) for 
in R and 3 in A. The ring ~ (or ~R) of linear 7A-operators over R[7 ] can b 
considered as an R[7]-module by letting R[7 ] act on ~ by left multiplicatior 
It is free as an R[7]-module on generators (731) . . . . .  (73m) r~ where r 1 ,..., r,~ e 
and 31 .... ,3~ are the elements of A. We shall write (7S1) rl ".- (73,,) rm = 7 rl+'''+* 
3m. In the R-module structure on ~ induced by its R[y]-module structur( 
~m is free on the elements 7s3~ I "" 3m, s, r 1 ..... r,, E N, s >/ r  1%- '"  + rm. 
In the following corollary we shall use the standard notation O r = {3~  ... 3~" 
ra ..... rm ~ N, r 1 + "'" + r,, ~ r} defined for every r in N. 
COROLLARY 2. Let k be a A-ring and A a A-algebra over k with a given set c 
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generators S. Let A r C A be the k-subalgebra generated by OrS. Then @~N (A @A ° 
D Ao/k ) has a canonical structure of left ~ A-module and it is generated by 1A @~o 
dAo/~S. 
Let Mr A @A, f2AJ~ and M = @r~N ]ll~. For each 8 in A, 8(Ar) C Ar+l 
so a simple application of Cor. 1 shows there is an additive map 8~: Mr --+ Mr+l 
such that if a ~ ,4, 8r(l~ @At dA,,n~(a)) = 1~ @A~+~ dA,,+~/~(S(a)) nd such that 
if a ~ A and u ~ A @A,. Y2A,.n~ , then 3~(au) = 8(a) ida @ ~2i (u) + aS~(u) where 
i~ is the inclusion of A~ in A~+ 1. Let 3: M -+ M be the sum of all the 3~. Note 
that since each AI,. is an A-module, M is also an A-module. Let h,: M--+ M 
be the sum of all the maps ida @ g2i,,: M~. --+ M~.+I. Make M an A[7]-module 
by letting h, be the action of y on M induced by the desired A[y]-module 
structure. It is easy tO show that i f fe  A[y] and ~: E M, (y3)(f~:) = [(yS)(f)]~: @ 
f[(yS)(sc)]. I t  will follow that M is a 7A-module over R[y] (that is a differential 
module over R[y] with 7A as its fundamental set of derivation operators) if we 
can show that when 3, 3' e A, the actions of 73 and 78' on M commute. This 
follows easily from the fact that the actions of 8 and 8' on A commute. The 
statement that 1A @A o dAo/~(S) generates M is easy to verify. 
5. EVENTUAL VANISHING OF ~" 
The following was proved in [2]. 
THEOREM 3. Let k be a A-fieM and K a A-fieM extension of k with a given 
fnite set of generators S. For all r in N let Kr = k(O~S). Then for all sufficiently 
large r in N, TK/K,./IC = O. 
Let A = k{S} C K and refer to Corollary 2 in Section 4. Now g'2Kj k -~ 
K ®A (A (~)A~ (2At/k) SO we see that if N r = K ®x,. £2Kjk and N = @r~-N y~Nr, 
N is a left ~: -modu le  generated by lK @K r dxjk(S). Now YK/X,/k C N , .  Let 
~Y A routine argument shows that Y is a left ~K-SUbmodule Y ~ (~r~N Y K/K,,/lc " 
of N. Now ~ is left noetherian ([5], lemma on p. 246) so Yis finitely generated. 
*Y is generated as This means there is an r 0 in N such that when s >/r o , 7 K/KJI~ 
a vector space over K by the elements 78-~o0co, 0 c Os_%, co e 7~oYs./K,o/k. We 
may further l imit co to belong to a set 7~oWwhere Wis  a finite basis of YK/K,.o/e. 
By Theorem 1 we may take W to be a finite set of elements of the form w 
~2~/t a~ @~o dx,.o/ka"--we may assume p > 0--where H is a finite subset of K, 
the A~ are in K,. ° and ~/~ a~a~ 0. Choose r1 ~> ro so that H C K~,. I f  r ~> r 1 , 
0 ~ 0~_~0 and w = Y~H ~v @ dgo/ka ~ ~ W, then 7~ ~o07~ow = 7~ )~H ~v ®K~ 
a~,/~oa~ = y, Z~,  1K ®,~ aK ,~(~"O~) ~l  ~ ®~ aK /~O(Z~,, ~%) = 0. Now 
7~0,._%W generates TK/Kj k if r ~ r 1 so TK/K,/k = 0 id r ~ r 1 . This proves 
Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY. I f  K is a separable xtension of k then in Theorem 3, K is 
separable xtension of Kr for all r sufficiently large. 
This  is immediate from Theorem 3 and Lemma 4 of Section 2. 
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